Acceptance of paper 107# for ICAMeA-ANUMA Conference

e-agriculture2015@anuma.ma

Apr 10
to me

Dear Dr. Nitika thakur,

Congratulations! I am pleased to inform you that your paper submission «Impact of Integrated Organic approaches compared to conventional practices on small scale tomato (cv. Solan lalima) production system in terms of sustainability and profitability under mid-hill conditions of Himachal Pradesh.» (ref. #107), to the ANUMA- International Conference on Agro Management and E-Agriculture, on 1-2 May 2015 in Meknes, Morocco has been accepted for presentation at the conference. The paper will be included in the ANUMA conference proceedings as a full paper.


If you are interested in the journal publication as well, please include publication charges in the registration form.

Attached to this e-mail:

1) Camera ready format guidelines for 1st ANUMA Conference- ICAMeA(in Microsoft word)

2) ANUMA Publication agreement (in pdf)

3) Registration form

4) Summary of review

the Conference will be held at one of the prestigious university in Morocco: Al AKHAWAYN University (www.aui.ma) and at one of the famous agricultural fair in Africa SIAM 2015

At this time, please make sure that you take care of the following details:

1. Please provide your final Submission (in Microsoft word format) electronically to me by 18 April 2015. Make sure to follow the attached guidelines in preparing this document. Please be sure to include the reference #…in the subject line of your email when you send the paper.

2. We encourage all authors of the paper to register for the conference by the registration deadline of 20 April 2015. However, in order for the presentation to be included in the conference, the proceedings and the journal, one author must register by 20 April 2015

3. A registration form is attached. Please fill it out and mail e-mail the African Numeric Management Association (ANUMA) together with your payment.
For your booking, we bring to your attention that the association will communicate you institutions with conventional prices

Sincerely,

Dr. Rachid Oumill

1th ANUMA Conference Chair

http://www.anuma.ma/


https://twitter.com/ANUMASSOCIATION